Simple method for quantification of fast plasma membrane movements.
We present a method for the quantification of the fast plasma membrane movements that are involved in ruffling, blebbing, fast shape change, and fast translocation. The method is based on the Kontron Vidas image analysis computer program. Video images from cells viewed through an inverted microscope were transmitted to the computer. The procedure was as follows: 4 consecutive video images were averaged (image 1); 28 s later a second set of 4 video images was averaged (image 2); image 2 was subtracted from image 1 and the grey level of each pixel of the resulting image was increased with 128 grey level units, resulting in the subtraction image, showing a uniform grey background speckled with brighter and darker spots corresponding to areas of movement. These spots were discriminated and turned into white objects against a black background. Interactive editing was used to delete artefacts that resulted from floating debris. The total area of the discriminated objects was measured, and the parameter motile area in micron2 per cell was calculated. We have applied our method to the study of motility induced in epithelial cell lines by the tumor promoter 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate and by epidermal growth factor.